The Peruvian Nation The Peruvian Nation An overview of the colonization of the country The growth of Peru as a nation started much like that of any civilization. First there was an indigenous society, made up of the Incas, which in the opinion of Mariatequi, was a sort of Utopian society, as there were no social problems such as war, inequality, or uneven distributions of wealth.
With Colonization comes Feudalism With Colonization comes Feudalism
The next phase for the country was feudalism, as the Spanish The next phase for the country was feudalism, as the Spanish conquistadors took over Peru and made it their own nation. Thus conquistadors took over Peru and made it their own nation. Thus began the exploitation of the Incas, as it was a belief at the t began the exploitation of the Incas, as it was a belief at the time ime that the only answer to the Indian issue was that of exterminati that the only answer to the Indian issue was that of exterminating ng them as a whole. them as a whole.
The feudal setup of the nation The feudal setup of the nation was focused on its agricultural was focused on its agricultural strengths. Haciendas run by strengths. Haciendas run by latifundios latifundios, or , or gamonales gamonales, were , were the predominant authoritative the predominant authoritative means at the time. means at the time. " "Gamonalismo Gamonalismo" " was a principle was a principle at the time that could overrule at the time that could overrule any rights that Indians had. any rights that Indians had.
With Industrialization comes With Industrialization comes
Capitalism Capitalism " "Spain could supply its colonies only with priests, Spain could supply its colonies only with priests, lawyers, and nobles. Its colonies craved more practical lawyers, and nobles. Its colonies craved more practical and modern instruments and, consequently, turned to and modern instruments and, consequently, turned to England England' 's industrialists and bankers. s industrialists and bankers." "
With the rise of industrial powers in Europe, Latin American With the rise of industrial powers in Europe, Latin American countries began to branch off from their mother country, Spain, countries began to branch off from their mother country, Spain, during their achievements of independence. They achieved during their achievements of independence. They achieved industrial powers, and in turn, the beginnings of capitalism wer industrial powers, and in turn, the beginnings of capitalism were e seen throughout Latin America. seen throughout Latin America.
A Nation at a Halt A Nation at a Halt An underdeveloped nation, An underdeveloped nation, Mari Mariá átegui tegui describes Peru as a describes Peru as a nation instilled with both feudalist and capitalist aspects, but nation instilled with both feudalist and capitalist aspects, but mainly feudalist as it is an underdeveloped agricultural land mainly feudalist as it is an underdeveloped agricultural land lacking developed cities. lacking developed cities. 
